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INVESTOR FRIENDLY TAX CHANGES SIGNAL THAT US REAL
ESTATE IS OPEN MORE THAN EVER TO FOREIGN INVESTORS
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Under Previous Tax Code Under New Tax Code
Assuming a typical $50 million real estate investment in the US
with 65% LTV and Net Equity Return multiple of 1.80x, the potential
tax liability for a Middle Eastern investor would have been $2.4

million under the previous US Tax-Code.
Following the tax cut in the TCJA, it is now reduced to $1.4 million,
a savings of $1 million.
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Yield Focused Real Estate Investors – Most real estate
investments are structured in pass through entities that
will benefit from the 20 percent deduction on business
income. The beloved 1031 Exchange remains intact
for long-term investors looking to reinvest the
proceeds from real estate without paying capital gains
E-Commerce – Large e-commerce companies will not
only directly benefit from lower corporate taxes, but
will also have incentives to expand their footprint.
New warehouses and equipment installed as tenant
improvements can be deducted faster to offset other
gains. Expect an increase in big box industrial space
and corporate offices.
Sale and Leasebacks - Corporations are paying less tax
and are expected to lock in gains by shedding assets.
The benefits of corporate sale leasebacks will be
pronounced due to higher tax efficiency with paying
rent versus corporate ownership of real estate. With
potentially rising interest rates selling financially
intensive real estate assets may prove to be a better way
for corporations to unlock capital.
Multifamily – Due to the shift in the cost benefit of
renting versus buying, with more favorable rental
dynamics an uptick for demand in Multifamily is
expected. Population migration to low State tax states
as well as a shift from home ownership in high state
tax states will drive multifamily across the country.
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SECTORAL OPPORTUNITIES AS A RESULT OF TCJA
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Capitas (DIFC) Limited (“Capitas”) is a DFSA Category 4 regulated investment firm primarily focused on investment in superior quality real estate
assets in the US and Europe for its capital partners in the GCC, Central Asia, Asia and North Africa.
Originally established in 2005 by US entrepreneurs, Capitas established its presence in the GCC region in 2009 and since then has launched
multiple real estate and financial platforms, capitalized at over $600 million in partnership with International Banks, Sovereign Funds, Multilateral
Institutions, Institutional Investors and Family Offices.
Capitas’ success in real estate is a result of its focused strategy, a strong international relationship network and a proven track record of
establishing financially viable investment platforms for its partners. Led by a senior management team with over 70 years of combined real
estate experience, Capitas’ 2018/19 investment strategy is focused on core, core-plus and value-add opportunities in NNN-leased industrial,
senior housing and multifamily sectors in strategic growth markets in the US and Europe.
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